
MODEL
NUMBER

OVERALL SIZE
(W x L x H)

NOSE PLATE
(W x D)

UNIFORM
CAPACITY

WEIGHT
(POUND)

CYHT-350 30½" x 17" x 47" 25½" x 7" 350 lb. 84

MODEL
NUMBER WHEEL TYPE

CYLINDER 
CAPACITY

UNIFORM
CAPACITY

WEIGHT
(POUND)

CYHT-1 MOLDED RUBBER 2 @ 9" diameter 150 lb. 82
CYHT-2 FOAM FILLED 1 @ 9", 1 @ 12" diameter 250 lb. 109

MODEL
NUMBER

CYLINDER
QUANTITY

CAPACITY
(POUNDS)

CYLINDER
DIAMETER

OVERALL SIZE
(W x L x H)

WEIGHT
(POUND)

CYL-S-FDT SINGLE 265 lb. 51/2" to 117/8" 16¼" x 39½" x 34½" 45

MODEL
NUMBER

OVERALL SIZE
(W x L x H)

USABLE
WIDTH

MAXIMUM
CYLINDER

UNIFORM
CAPACITY

WEIGHT
(POUND)

WTC-1 1811/16" x 131/8" x 577/16" 95/8" 10" dia. 350 lb. 49

MODEL
NUMBER CYLINDER SIZE COLOR

WEIGHT
(POUND)

CYL-M-7 7" DIAMETER YELLOW 8
CYL-M-9 9" DIAMETER YELLOW 9
CYL-M-10 10" DIAMETER YELLOW 10

DRUM
 HANDLING EQUIPM

ENT & SPECIALTY CONTAINERS

Cylinder Hand Truck
Ideal for transporting cylinders from storage to work space.  Tilt back design for effortless 
transportation.  Chains and contoured back cradle provide utmost safety.  The two mounted 
chains measure 28" long.  Unit rolls smoothly on two (2) 10" x 2" mold-on-rubber wheels and 
two (2) 4" x 1⅜" phenolic casters.

Welding Cylinder Carts
Our Welding Cylinder Carts are ideal for transporting cylinders from storage to work 
space.  Model CYHT-1 is capable of handling two (2) 9" cylinders.  Model CYHT-2 
accommodates one 9" and one 12" cylinder and includes a convenient open-top 
storage tray.  Cylinders are secured in the cart with a 3/16" double twist chain.  Chains 
provide utmost safety.  Tilt back design for effortless transportation.  Welded steel 
construction with a baked-in powder-coated toughness.

model CYHT-1 model CYHT-2

New

model CYHT-350

Cylinder Hand Truck
Fold-down single cylinder hand truck are designed and built to transport gas cylinders with 
ease.  Tilt back  design for effortless transportation.  Fold-down hand trucks are designed to carry 
cylinder loads on 4-wheel base, thus minimizing operator fatigue and risk.  Gas cylinder hand 
trucks hold cylinders up to 12".  Chains and contoured back cradle provide utmost safety.  Fold-
down trucks are designed for quick, easy, and safe movement of most types of gas cylinders.  Units 
roll on two (2) 8" x 1½" and two (2) 3" x 1⅛" poly-on-poly wheels with brakes.  

Welding Tank Cart
The Welding Tank Cart is a great addition to manufacturing and industrial facilities. The strong 
steel construction is perfect for transporting and holding single tanks. The included straps allow 
for safe maneuvering while transporting products. The cart contains a bright yellow finish that 
promotes visibility in the workplace. For best use, place the cylinder onto the cart in the proper 
working position. Once in place, increase the tension of the straps around the unit until the 
tank is secured. 

model WTC-1

Manual Cylinder Lifters
Manual Cylinder Lifters are easy to use and allow for safely lifting cylinders. The pivoting design 
grabs and squeezes the cylinder when lifted. Lifters feature a rubber-coated center and handle 
holes. Straight lift with one person or use for a 2 person team lift. Steel construction with a yellow 
baked-in powder-coated toughness.  Uniform capacity is 200 pounds.

model CYL-M-7


